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Profile LED KIDES with space for power supply

Price 59.70 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 4 days

Number 1932

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
 Profile for the construction of wall fixtures (sconce fixtures), with an option of simultaneous up and down lighting. It has
integrated functions: fitting of LEDs and protecting them with a cover (diffuser), surface mounting, as well as an option of
installation of power supply and other electronic components, profiles length 100, 200 cm. 

The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information.
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If you are looking for durable, aesthetical and long-lasting LED profiles that will work in all conditions, we highly recommend
KIDES KPL profiles. These are products with increased mechanical resistance and adverse weather conditions. They can be
mounted both indoors and outdoors without any fear. This makes them ideal for illumination of residential and commercial
spaces, as well as for the creation of interesting lighting arrangements on property, in gardens and on various facilities. They
are durable and do not suffer damage even under the influence of wind, strong sun or rain, snow and frost. The profiles are
not completely waterproof - they will not be damaged by rain, they are not meant to be submerged in water and create
interesting underwater exposure. Profiles for special tasks KIDES KPL. This is a solution that will satisfy even the most
demanding users.

Profile KIDES KPL. This is an impressive linear light directed down. They are not only functional but also elegant and
aesthetically so that they perfectly emphasize the nature of the place where they will be installed. Profiles are not only
durable but also very easy to assemble. They can be mounted on their own, without having to use specialist services. Each
profile is accompanied by a clear user guide that will guide you through the installation step by step. Please note that all parts
of the profile should be assembled in accordance with the instructions in the manual. It is particularly important to use the
appropriate plugs. When installing profiles outside, only KIDES KPL plugs must be used. On the other hand, when mounting
profiles inside rooms, both the above-mentioned plugs and the KIDESIN plug can be used.

Each KIDES KPL profile. It consists of two co-operating profiles TEKIDES and the corresponding OKIDES. The proper profile is
equipped with suitable power supplies. Mount the mounting profile to the selected surface, remove the power supply, and
then fix it by clicking the appropriate profile. The last step is to install the plugs. The entire assembly work is extremely short,
so that you can enjoy the interesting lighting almost immediately after unpacking the entire set.

To KIDES KPL profiles. Two types of casings are available to choose from, depending on their individual needs and where they
are to be installed. Shells are available: milk and transparent. The transparent sheath provides strong, bright light and makes
the profile a major part of the interior lighting. The dairy sheath is a more decorative solution - it gently filters the light and
highlights the interior elements that are located directly near the light source.

Profile KIDES KPL. This is a solution that is designed for any kind of interior with any style. They are attractive, have an
interesting design and are made of high quality materials and care for the finest details. Just as trouble-free is their
installation, the same problem-free operation is also a problem. Once assembled for many years they function as new. Led
profiles are a durable, functional and energy efficient solution. By investing in led lighting, you can be sure that your
electricity bill will decrease considerably. Leds and led bulbs draw little power from the network. The led profiles have so
many advantages that they do not have traditional light sources. We invite you to familiarize yourself with the unique KIDES
KPL profiles. They will surely meet all the expectations they have in them. If you have any questions about the function or
resistance of the profiles, we are at your disposal.
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